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Offshore Recruitment

The Key to
Business Growth
As the economy bounces back, more opportunities open for businesses and talent
alike. As a result, the market for hiring excellent talent is competitive. Keep up with
the competition and acquire only the most qualified talent with the help of offshore
Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO).
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With offshore recruitment, you gain:

Why Offshore
Recruitment?

Full recruitment team capabilities
Don’t have your own recruitment team? Or does your Recruitment function find itself
overwhelmed? Offshore recruitment covers all aspects of the recruitment process—from
administration such as writing job descriptions and managing job posting, to the actual
sourcing, interviewing, and testing process, and finally finalizing the contract and onboarding.

Forbes1 has said it:
“Partnering with a dedicated
RPO provider could be the
difference between staying
on top of potential business

Access to a global talent pool
At a time when local talent is in high demand—and demands high compensation—
expanding your reach to a global talent market could solve your talent requirements. You’ll
have access to a broad pool of staff with high qualifications and extensive experience. All
for the same cost of local talent with less experience and fewer credentials.

opportunities and letting them
slip through your grasp.”
Cost savings
On average, you can save between 15% - 40% of recruitment costs when you recruit
offshore. For example, one of our clients saves AU $5-7k a month with offshoring.
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Local vs. Offshore Recruitment: Which one is better?
LOCAL RECRUITMENT

OFFSHORE RECRUITMENT

Limited talent, and will have to compete with other
local recruiters.

Wider talent pool with highly qualified candidates.

Administrative tasks

Tedious tasks such as posting jobs, formatting
candidates’ CVs and sorting through CVs.

Included in offshore recruitment services.

Included in offshore recruitment services.

Software

Will have to invest in recruitment software and
manage updates as new features and new
requirements are added.
Will need to comply with high local employment rates.
As well as invest in infrastructure, technology and other
overhead costs.

Savings on overhead costs, lower local rates of the
country you are offshoring from.

Could be quick or could take months depending on
your talent requirement and the demand for that
position.

Because of expanded talent pool, you can hire
someone in 30 days or less.

Easier onboarding process, due to same location and
little need to introduce local culture.

Will need the right partner who is experienced in
onboarding.

Talent

Cost

Turnaround time

Onboarding
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The Staff Domain Difference
With Staff Domain as your offshore recruitment partner, you gain:

3 dedicated
recruiters with 5
years of global
recruitment
experience per
requisition

2 weekly
candidate update
pipelines

Target to have
you identify the
right candidate
in 30 days or less

Job posting on
numerous global
recruitment
channels

Professional
personality, mental
ability and technical
assessments,
to validate your
candidates on
top of your own
processes
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“I liked Staff Domain’s approach
and in fact, it came highly
recommended by one of my own
clients. I’d heard many company’s
struggle with offshoring, and I
was drawn to Staff Domain’s
methodology and openness about
the factors to outsource offshoring
success”.

Start growing with the help
of offshore recruitment.
Schedule an obligation-free meeting with
us today and let’s create your custom
recruitment plan.

Xavier Miller
Founder and Principal Consultant,
NextGen HR
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